
The Productive 
HorseGirl
3 Simple Systems 

to get your important life stuff done with ease, 
find balance & 

get you to the barn doing what you love…

without overwhelm, 
even if you don’t have another second 

to fit into your busy schedule!



3 Simple Systems 
to get your important life stuff done with ease, 

find balance & get you to the barn 
doing what you love…

without overwhelm, 
even if you don’t have another second 

to fit into your busy schedule!



You’re in the right place…

✔ You're struggling to get all the "stuff" you need to do 
DONE and still have time to ride



You’re in the right place…

✔ You feel guilty if you spend time on yourself



You’re in the right place…

✔ You are exhausted & frustrated trying to keep up



You’re in the right place…

✔ You some times feel like giving up because it feels too 
hard & you don’t feel like you are progressing in your 
horse time because it is too hard to be consistent

AND you are afraid & overwhelmed thinking 
you never will get it all “done”



Here’s the good news



✓ Close email
✓ Close 20 browser 

windows currently open
✓ Close the door
✓ Put the phone on do not 

disturb
✓ Tell the fam you are busy 

on an important call

This time is important…

because…



This is important…

Your life is on the line



Hi, I’m Jenny….



Being blessed with 6 horses, 
3 businesses, 
2 grown kids, 
a dancing border collie, 
a spoiled cat, 
the farm, 
a hundred-year-old farmhouse, 
a pile of laundry, 
a million dreams. 
figuring out what the heck to have for lunch 
& how to get the hay out of my hair so I don't look like a crazy person

...ahhhhh

I know what it's like to be busy.



But, we are all busy 
why should you 
trust me to help?



Because the truth is I have gone 
through some stuff in life & 
have struggled A LOT

The blessing of this is that I can 
understand most anything you 
might be going through

And along the way I have figured 
some important things out.



Despite the hustle 
of life I have 

learned to create & 
live a life I love

I am a full-time horse girl, 
the creator of HorseGirl.me, 

creator of The Equestrian Planner 
& co-creator of

The Cannon Method Course
&TheHorseTrainingChannel.com

AND 2 Time World Champion



I’m using 
everything I learned 
from the school of 

hard knocks to help 
you



I’ve helped women all over the 
world live the equestrian life they 

love

Through a combination of mindset, & productivity 
practices that help you imperfectly –
perfectly get stuff done that matters.



Just Imagine…

✓ getting everything done and still having the time to 

work with your horse

✓ knowing exactly what it is you need to work on & when

✓ having the ability to stay focused on what you want to 

accomplish

✓ feeling confident & in control of your life

✓ doing what you love to do, and living your life with 

passion



Here’s the thing…

If you will implement these 3 not so secret 
secrets I am about to tell you…

You will feel empowered in a hurry



1. Train

2. Corral

3. Get the buck out before you get on

I am going to teach you 3 Horsemanship 
Principles That Applied To Life Create Clarity, 

Confidence & a bit of Magic 



And give us white space

The place to add the pause

And just breatheeeeeeeeeee



ahhhhh



Ready?



Tell your time what you want it to do & when

Step One: Train your time



When you don’t take control of 
your time 

It acts like a wild horse
it does what it wants

whenever it feels like it.

You head out to reach your destination but it’s hard 
to get there because you have no brakes, speed 

control or steering!!

WHY this matters…



When I decided to go for a 
world title… 
there were certain things 
that had to happen for me 
for it to even be a 
possibility

A quick example



First I had to believe it was 
even possible…
That’s a lesson for later

A quick example



What would I need to know, what did I want my horse to look like? For me to look like? What “stuff” did I need?
How much would it cost? When would I need to be there? How will I qualify? Who would I have to BE?

1. I had to have a clear vision of what I wanted



5. LIVE IT

2. Make a master to do list
3. Prioritize 

it. 
4. Schedule it.



Following this path your decisions are made easy 
because you know what you are doing and why

2. Make a master to do list 3. Prioritize it. 4. Schedule it.

1. Know what you want, what you really really want…vision

Rollback! Let’s review…



What would it mean to you to have a clear 
vision of what you want & 

a step by step path to get there?

Would your BIG dreams seem more 
like possibilities? 

Step One: QUESTION?



Step Two: Corral your stuff

Otherwise known as de-clutter



Step Two: Corral your stuff

What in the world 

does this have to do 

with horses?!



Studies have revealed serious drains on time and resources when workers 
aren’t able to find and/or keep the necessary data at their fingertips.

One study found “employees spend 1.8 hours every day—9.3 hours per 
week, on average—searching and gathering information. 

Another study found that “19.8 percent of business time – the equivalent 
of one day per working week – is wasted by employees searching for 
information to do their job effectively.”

Why this matters…



According to a research carried by The Independent (2005) we spend 

roughly around 10 minutes a day looking for our keys, 5 minutes

for the TV remote controllers. Approximately 7 minutes go for your 

socks and shoes, 4 minutes for sun glasses, etc.

All together the folks from The Independent believe that you spend 

roughly around 30 minutes doing this every single day without 

even realizing it! 
Dana Barker Davies 

Why this matters



We have a tendency to lose items on a daily 
basis, and spend 6 months over the course 
of our lifetimes searching for them.

WHY this matters!



Just IMAGINE how much more we 
HorseGirls do this with allll our stuff!

WHY this matters!



Tips for decluttering



You don’t have to 
be perfect to 

have order but 
here are some 

important keys.



Why is decluttering important?



Reasons to declutter:

• Clutter makes you feel claustrophobic. It can make it feel like 
the room is caving in on you.

• It’s been proven -- clutter causes stress.

• It’s easier to stay organized when you know what you have.

• Once you declutter you’ll have more space to work with.



Reasons to declutter (continued):

• It’s easier to clean when you have fewer belongings.

• You’ll have more time to do what you love when you have fewer 
things to worry about.

• Fewer things mean you have less to dust.



How do you start decluttering 
your home & barn?



Tip: you may be in the spirit 
to kick out all your rubbish, 

but take it one room 
& spot at a time.



But if you are like me… 

I never know…
what do you keep,
what do you toss?



Ask yourself these questions with 
each item: 

• Do I use this?

• Do I like this?

• How often do I use it?

• When was the last time I used it?

• Do I already have four of the same thing? 



Questions to ask:

• Am I only keeping this because someone gave it to me?

• Can I replace this item with something smaller?

• I didn’t remember I owned this item, but I love it. How do I fit it 
into my life?



Often, once you start going 
through your belongings, you’ll 
find things that you don’t like, 

don’t need, or have multiples of. 



If something is broken and can’t be repaired 
(or would be costly to repair) toss it.



If it’s in great shape but you no longer 
want or need it, 

donate it or sell it in a yard sale or on 
your local facebook market place. 



IT’S 100% OKAY TO KEEP THINGS THAT 
YOU LOVE!



Set up a cleaning schedule



To create a schedule, 
determine what things need to 

be done 
daily, 

weekly, 
monthly, 

and yearly.



Daily Tasks
• Wash dishes

• Clean up spills when they happen

• Wipe down kitchen counters

• Sweep high traffic areas, hay

• Pick up toys, tack
(or other things out of place)

• Take out garbage 
(as needed)

• Make the beds

• Do a load of laundry 
(or have a dedicated 
laundry day)

• Organize mail



Weekly Tasks
• Dusting

• Clean bathrooms

• Laundry 
(unless you choose to do 
a little each day)

• Errands 
(like grocery shopping)

• Wash bedsheets

• Mop and vacuum

• Kitchen deep clean (including cleaning out old food from the refrigerator)

• Mow

• Pay bills



Monthly Tasks 

• Check smoke alarms

• Dust hard to reach places like ceiling fans

• Knock down cobwebs

• Organize kitchen cabinets

• Wash your bedding 
(like comforters and duvets)

• Wipe down inside and outside of the refrigerator

• Deep clean bathrooms

• Wash toys 
(when applicable)

• Wipe down windows 
(as needed)



Yearly or Seasonal Tasks

• Clean out closets 
(pass on clothes that you don’t wear, or kids have outgrown)

• Wash pillows and stuffed animals

• Vacuum mattresses

• Clear outside gutters

• Move furniture and clean under it



Once you’ve assessed how often you want to 
do each task, assign a day for them.



Who can you ask for help?



Could you set aside 2 hours a week to do this?

What would it mean to you, 
your family & your horses

if you had a little more order?



We’ve all seen what happens when we don’t prep our horse 
for the ride but what about our life!

With a little preparation we can be ready to face the 
challenges life throws our way!

Step Three: Plan & Prep



Set aside time Friday afternoon, Sunday evening or bright & 
early Monday Morning to look over your week to plan ahead

Quick tips….



Where can you “batch” things together to get things done 
faster without repeating your steps.

Example: 
Have your shopping lists ready

Map out your errands 

Quick tips….



If organizing meals for your week is a struggle 
(like it is for me!)

Meal planning and meal prep might be the answer for you.



The main goal of meal prep 
is to make things easier 

for yourself 
for the remainder of the week.



Meal planning and meal prep go 
hand-in-hand. 



Methods of Meal Prep

• Prep Individual Ingredients

• Batch Meals

• Freezer Meals

• Snacks

• Pre-made Meals



There are plenty of short cuts 
you can do 

to help make mealtimes easier.



Shortcuts for Meal Prep 

• Clean and chop vegetables early in the week

• Clean and store fruit

• Cut chicken into the sizes and portions you want and freeze or refrigerate

• Boil eggs and store in the refrigerator

• Cook and store grains and pasta

• Make yogurt parfaits with fruit or granola

• Spiralize veggies for pasta alternatives

• Roast vegetables

• Make dressings, marinades, and dips



Some people choose to cook something 
at the beginning of the week 
that they can continue eating 

throughout the week.



Can you see how with a little prepping
you can get the “buck” out of your week

and
see potential problems before they happen?



Prep. To get the buck out.

Can you also see how you can shave hours off your busy work 
and get to the barn when you make these 3 steps a habit?

Train your time. Corral your stuff.



Can I take a minute to show you 
two ways you can do that?



You showed up today for a reason 
(maybe more than one) even though 

you’re super busy!



You showed up today because…

✔ You're struggling to get all the "stuff" you need to do 
DONE and still have time to ride



You showed up today because…

✔ You feel guilty if you spend time on yourself



You showed up today because…

✔ You are exhausted & frustrated trying to keep up



You showed up today because…

✔ You some times feel like giving up because it feels too 
hard & you don’t feel like you are progressing in your 
horse time because it is too hard to be consistent

AND you are afraid & overwhelmed thinking 
you never will get it all “done”



You Have Two Choices



Option A

Do it yourself with what 
you’ve learned today.

It might more trial and error. 

And you might be wishing you 
had done better by this time 
next year.

Fast track your results to 
create habits to 
Get things done that matter so 
you can,
Become the person you want
to be as you spend your time 
doing what you love … 

Option B



Tough questions are you serious about living 100% full out in the life you love? Or do you want to just dabble?

Option A

Do it yourself with what 
you’ve learned today.

It might more trial and error. 

And you might be wishing you 
had done better by this time 
next year.

Fast track your results to 
create habits to 
Get things done that matter so 
you can,
Become the person you want 
to be as you spend your time 
doing what you love … 

Option B



Quick Story

Coaching note



The Equestrian 
Extraordinary

Momentum
Experience 

PackageImage of course, offer stack, or coaching image



Featuring our exclusive…





In this program you will…



($297 Value)

($197 Value)

($291 Value)





What You’re Going to Get In The Package…

➢ Mission Extraordinary Equestrian 13 Week Challenge

Includes powerful lessons on goal setting & personal growth specific to 

equestrians so you have weekly motivation, inspiration, accountability & 

support 24/7 (plus it’s a lot of fun)

($297 Value)



What You’re Going to Get…

➢ Goal Achieving Exercises & Worksheets 

So, you will never be stuck staring at a blank page, not sure where to start ($197 

($197 Value)



What You’re Going to Get…

➢ Printed Physical 13 Week Action Planner

this little power-packed playbook gives you 

super-focused support to stay on track in 90 

days segments so you will continue to keep the 

promises you make to yourself on January 1st. 

($37 Value)



What You’re Going to Get…



Bonus # 1

Exclusive Mission Accountability

Support with monthly accountability 

coaching calls & check-ins so you never 

feel you are on the ride alone 

($291 value)





But that’s not the whole story
I really want you to succeed.



Here’s what others say about the next bonus...

“Testimonial of someone’s 
success with this bonus.”



The Equestrian Extraordinary Life
Planner plus bonuses

Total $832 Value



Helps you balance your entire life in one happy place



What You’re Going to Get…
 Mission Extraordinary Equestrian 13 Week Challenge ($297 Value)

 Goal Achieving Exercises & Worksheets  ($197 value)

 Printed Physical 13 Week Action Planner ($37 value)

 Bonus: Exclusive Mission Accountability Support ($291 value)

 2022 Limited Edition Equestrian Extraordinary Life Planner 
Including All the Bonuses and Benefits of the Extraordinary Experience Package!! ($832 value)

Total Value: $1654



I know you’re curious about price
So let’s talk value.



If All This Did Was…
● Get you closer to living as the person you want to be

● Gave you more time to be with your horse

● Helped you get clear on what you want out of life & a plan to go get it

● Helped you to be healthier & happier

● Gave you extra support to know YOU can do what ever you want to do

What would that be worth to you?



Taking lessons with a good trainer can go from $45 to $150 per hour



And when I train & coach one on one with your horse my fees 
start at $1000 a month.



But I’m not charging you that 
because

I want to make this fit into every budget



In Pricing I Had Two Choices…
First Option – Go Cheap As Possible And Try To Sell As Many As Possible… 

(& I have tried that)

Second Option – Requires A Little Higher Investment… 

(but in exchange I can give you the quality you need to succeed)



The Equestrian Extraordinary Momentum
Experience Package

 Mission Extraordinary Equestrian 13 Week Challenge ($297 Value)

 Goal Achieving Exercises & Worksheets ($197 value)

 Printed Physical 13 Week Action Planner ($37 value)

 Bonus: Exclusive Mission Accountability Support ($291 value)

 2022 Limited Edition Equestrian Extraordinary Life Planner 
Including All the Bonuses and Benefits of the Extraordinary Experience Package!! ($832 value)

Total Value: $1654



The Equestrian Extraordinary Momentum
Experience Package

 Mission Extraordinary Equestrian 13 Week Challenge ($297 Value)

 Goal Achieving Exercises & Worksheets  ($197 value)

 Printed Physical 13 Week Action Planner ($37 value)

 Bonus: Exclusive Mission Accountability Support ($291 value)

 2022 Limited Edition Equestrian Extraordinary Life Planner 
Including All the Bonuses and Benefits of the Extraordinary Experience Package!! ($832 value)

Total Value: $1654

Today only $147 
plus shipping & handling



The things we will experience… the people we will meet!

Life has so much more meaning when we live our

passion…



And I don’t want you to miss a thing.

Life has so much more meaning when we live our

passion…



The Equestrian Extraordinary Momentum
Experience Package

Today only $147 
plus shipping & handling





OFFER PIECE #1  ……………………………… (Value $$)
OFFER PIECE #2 ……………………………… (Value $$)
OFFER PIECE #3 ……………………………… (Value $$)
OFFER PIECE #4 ……………………………… (Value $$)
OFFER PIECE #5 ……………………………… (Value $$)
OFFER PIECE #6 ……………………………… (Value $$)

Coaching note: First price intro

TOTAL PRICE: ($$)

Product Name

Screen shot of product or happy face 

results.



What You’re Going to Get…

● Mission Extraordinary Equestrian 13 Week Challenge

Includes powerful lessons on goal setting & personal growth specific to 
equestrians so you have weekly motivation, inspiration, accountability & support 

24/7 (plus it’s a lot of fun)
*we will start together January 1, 2022

($297 Value)
● Thing #2, It’s Super Awesome ($2,997 Value)
● Thing #3, It’s Super Awesome ($997 Value)

● Thing #4, It’s Super Awesome ($3,500 Value)

Total Value: $8,991



What You’re Gonna Get…
● Mission Extraordinary Equestrian 13 Week Challenge

Includes powerful lessons on goal setting & personal growth specific to 
equestrians so you have weekly motivation, inspiration, accountability & support 

24/7 (plus it’s a lot of fun)
*we will start together January 1, 2022

($297 Value)
● Thing #2, It’s Super Awesome ($2,997 Value)
● Thing #3, It’s Super Awesome ($997 Value)

● Thing #4, It’s Super Awesome ($3,500 Value)

Total Value: $8,991



Testimonial…









✓ M1: Actual Module Title Or Process Step
✓ M2: Actual Module Title Or Process Step
✓ M3: Actual Module Title Or Process Step
✓ M4: Actual Module Title Or Process Step
✓ M5: Actual Module Title Or Process Step
✓ M6: Actual Module Title Or Process Step
✓ M7: Actual Module Title Or Process Step
✓ M8: Actual Module Title Or Process Step

Coaching note: If you have a lot of modules, use this slide: choose the Module List. If you only have 3 or 4 modules 
continue to the next slide.

Modules

Image of course, offer stack, or 

coaching image



Module Name

It’s value to the user’s success and 
why it’s essential.

What pain they are experiencing 
that it solves.

The biggest objection it overcomes

Coaching note: if you have 3 or 4 modules use these slides

Value $$
Module #1 Descriptor

Screen shot of product or happy face 

results.



Testimonial (Optional)

“Testimonial of someone’s 
success with this bonus.”

Coaching note: insert an image of your testimonial client or portfolio piece



BONUS #1 – Name of bonus ($ 
value)

BONUS #2 – Name of bonus ($ 
value)

Coaching note: ESSENTIAL slide we call the “Bonus stack.” Come back to it after every bonus! This is what seals 
the deal for you.

Screenshot of

Bonus #1

Screenshot of Bonus 

#2



Bonus #3
Value $$

Coaching note: Offer no more than 3 core bonuses and make the last bonus you list the most 
valuable and worth the price of admission alone. 

It’s value to the user’s success and 
why it’s essential.

What pain they are experiencing 
that it solves.

What objection it overcomes

Screenshot of your bonus or 

someone happy



BONUS #1 – Name of bonus ($ 
value)

BONUS #2 – Name of bonus ($ 
value)

BONUS #3 – Name of bonus ($ 
value)

Coaching note: ESSENTIAL slide we call the “Bonus stack.” Come back to it after every bonus! This is what seals 
the deal for you.

Screenshot of Bonus 

#1

Screenshot of Bonus 

#2

Screenshot of Bonus 

#3



Coaching note: “You get EVERYTHING you need to (what they want to accomplish)

TODAY’S PRICE ($$)

Product Name

TOTAL VALUE ($$$)

OFFER PIECE #1  ……………………………… (Value $$)
OFFER PIECE #2 ……………………………… (Value $$)
OFFER PIECE #3 ……………………………… (Value $$)
OFFER PIECE #4 ……………………………… (Value $$)
OFFER PIECE #5 ……………………………… (Value $$)
OFFER PIECE #6 ……………………………… (Value $$)
BONUS #1 …………………………………………..… (Value $$)
BONUS #2 …………………………………………..… (Value $$)
BONUS #3 …………………………………………..… (Value $$)



6 PAYMENTS OF

$199
1 PAYMENT OF

$997

www.yoursalespagelink.com
TO ENROLL GO TO:



Let me show you what to expect 
when you purchase…

You’re removing any doubt about the buying process

Coaching note: Walk them through the first steps



Check out page Insert screenshot of your check 

out page

Coaching note: Walk them through the first steps



Registration page Insert image of your course 

registration page (where they 

create their account)

Coaching note: Walk them through the first steps



Course dashboard Show a screenshot of your 

course dashboard

Coaching note: Walk them through the first steps



Start here!
Show them the first thing they 

should do to get started (usually 

but not always a screenshot of 

your welcome video or course 

checklist).

Coaching note: Walk them through the first steps



For The Next 72 Hours
Special bonus that is irresistible

Coaching note: OPTIONAL SLIDES TO USE FOR “Fast-acting bonus” or “full pay” buyers.



It’s value to the user’s success and 
why it’s essential.

What pain they are experiencing 
that it solves.

What objection it overcomes

BONUS 

Image of Bonus

Value $$

Coaching note: OPTIONAL SLIDES TO USE FOR “Fast-acting bonus” or “full pay” 
buyers.



Coaching note: “You get EVERYTHING you need to (what they want to accomplish)

TODAY’S PRICE ($$)

Product Name

TOTAL VALUE ($$$)

OFFER PIECE #1  ……………………………… (Value $$)
OFFER PIECE #2 ……………………………… (Value $$)
OFFER PIECE #3 ……………………………… (Value $$)
OFFER PIECE #4 ……………………………… (Value $$)
OFFER PIECE #5 ……………………………… (Value $$)
OFFER PIECE #6 ……………………………… (Value $$)
BONUS #1 …………………………………………..… (Value $$)
BONUS #2 …………………………………………..… (Value $$)
BONUS #3 …………………………………………..… (Value $$)
SPECIAL BONUS …………………………….… (Value $$)



The [Name] Guarantee
I know this is a big investment in time and money. So 

let’s do it right.

Coaching note: Name your guarantee something related to the program. The Make it Big  Guarantee. The 
Sleep All Night Guarantee. The Booked-Solid Guarantee.



Testimonial

“General testimonial of 
someone who was on the 
fence or skeptical and did it 
anyway!”

Coaching note: One or two more testimonials. It’s okay if you reuse testimonials from earlier in the presentation as 
a recap. 



This is your choice.
Paint a picture of them BEFORE, DURING, and AFTER

Coaching notes: Strong close



The Why It’s Worth It
We’ve talked about what this is worth to you from a 
…. standpoint but there’s one more thing to consider

Coaching note: Be supportive and confident



You get … within … days
Reveal an important early win that is tied to their pain 

or crush an objection

Coaching note: Secret sauce… a tangible short term win.



Invite transformation and results
Ask them to get the results or transformation they 

want

BIG CLOSE: Final call-to-action is to FINALLY get the result or transformation they want 



Questions and Answers

www.yoursalespagelink.com
TO ENROLL GO TO:

6 PAYMENTS OF

$199
1 PAYMENT OF

$997

“Testimonial”

“Testimonial”

“Testimonial”

“Testimonial”


